
 

 

Via email to Mr Tonu Miah 
 
 

20 January 2021 
 

  
Dear Mr Miah, 
 
We wanted to write to you ahead of tonight’s Council meeting where we are due to receive your petition on the Liveable 
Streets programme. 
 
While we will of course respond to the petition at the meeting our procedure rules mean that time for a detailed response 
to each of your points will be limited. On that basis, and given the substantial public interest in this matter, I wanted to 
write to you in advance to respond to each of the points raised in your petition. 
 
As you will know, the Liveable Streets programme was first introduced in 2018 well before the Covid-19 pandemic with 
the aims to: 

• Improve the look and feel of public spaces  

• Improve the environment to encourage more walking and cycling 

• Significantly reduce non-residential through traffic on local residential streets 

Since then we have consulted thousands of residents seeking their views about improvements which could be made to 
their local area. That consultation work has been through a wide range of platforms including online surveys, paper 
consultation packs posted to all households in the area, public meetings, co-design workshops, meetings with mosques 
and other places of worship, community groups and Tenant and Resident Associations, phone calls and through social 
media.  
 
Unlike many other boroughs who introduced new traffic calming measures directly in response to Covid-19, the Liveable 
Streets programme has been in place for a number of years, working with residents to build designs for the proposed 
changes. 
 
Throughout the process we have been focused on developing the changes which work best for local people while also 
achieving our ambitions for the project – improving the public realm, encouraging active travel and reducing rat running. 
The Covid-19 pandemic has of course meant significant changes to how we consult with residents, but we equally didn’t 
want it to result in blanket delays to improvements to our streets and air quality. 
 
You have raised a number of specific concerns to which we are, happy to respond directly: 
 
1.  Consultation under Covid-19 lockdown/pandemic – We are concerned that fair and transparent consultation 
have NOT taken place, this includes the following: 

a.  Languages of the consultation are in English with no access for people with other languages (no 
translations), and does not reflect the rich & diverse background and needs of the borough 

Tower Hamlets is a community which is rich in diversity and our plans have tried to encompass this, we have not adopted 

a one size fits all approach, instead we have worked with residents in each local area to develop plans which are right for 

them. We have reached out to as many local groups, residents, businesses, stakeholders as possible throughout and will 

continue to do so after the project. Where requested, we create materials for specific community groups and have 

translated and published information where useful for example in the local Bengali newsletter, provided translated maps 

and held meetings within Mosque’s where the presentations have been translated.  

 

b. Access to technology – Consultation has mostly taken place online, which requires access to a computer / 
smart phone or internet, as a borough which has high tech poverty, this is unfair to those with such an impact on  
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their lives. Previously on various occasions the council has promoted residents to go to idea stores to gain 
internet access. Due to the shutdown of idea stores, this avenue has not been possible. This has therefore been 
unreachable and as a consequence, unfair to those who are impacted in their lives. 

While there have been significant online elements to the resident codesign and early engagement processes, all public 

consultations have been in paper form with booklets and surveys delivered to every door in the scheme area. There may 

of course be occasions where these packs do not make it through the post but the responses we have received suggest 

they have been widely delivered and where people have reported they did not receive a copy we have followed up with 

further deliveries. There is also a free post envelope provided to send back the survey once completed. There is an 

option to provide feedback online but for each public consultation this just one an option and not the only way to share 

views.  

 

The council’s 2018 resident’s survey found that 92% of respondents had internet access in some form. From this report 

and other sources, we recognise that there is a percentage of our communities that do not have internet access and 

therefore are restricted to how they get involved with community projects, which is why we have sought to employ a mix 

of approaches to consultation. 

 

With the restrictions that have come with COVID-19 we have had to change the ways we engage with communities 

without delaying projects and subsequent benefits to these communities but we have done all we can to ensure this is 

done in an open manner which maximises engagement.  

 

c. Understandable no face to face consultation sessions, if there are few that have taken place, which has 
resulted in residents not able to attend due to isolating, fear of Covid-19 and access to centre.  

All face to face communications were suspended in March 2020 in line with Government advice to avoid non-essential 
contact.  

We have continued to receive feedback from the community during this time but when possible we hope to revert to a mix 
of face to face and virtual meetings as this is what residents have told us would be most beneficial to them. All face to 
face meetings will resume in conjunction with online meetings once the government advises it is safe to do so. Other 
ways to contribute, for example in writing or through phone will continue to be available. 

 

d. Overall consultation methods are inadequate and only reach those that sign up to council E-newsletters, 
bulletins & communication.  

Liveable Streets aims to reach as many people as possible during the consultation period, particularly those who live or 
work within the consultation area.  

At the beginning of a consultation, consultation packs are delivered to every address within the consultation area, that 
includes a printed leaflet describing the proposals, hard copy survey and free return envelope. These consultation packs 
are also made available to all those that request it.  

Council e-newsletters and social media are far reaching and stakeholder emails are sent out to all key groups and 
councillors within the consultation area. 

We also offer meetings with the project team to allow the members of stakeholder groups to discuss and comment on the 
proposals. For example, meetings with Tenant Resident Associations (TRAs), housing groups, emergency services, 
accessibility groups, schools, places of worship, community groups and charities local to the area.  

Additional communications include posters and banners that encourage filling out the consultation survey, in addition to 
alternative ways to give feedback such as by email, phone or virtual drop-in sessions. 

 

2. Lobby by interest group – certain interest group are using this as a push for their agenda and are actively 
using this as a way to push their divisive agenda and gentrification of this beautiful diverse borough  

  



 

 

There are a vast range of stakeholders that have an interest in our Liveable Streets programme and as such, we 
welcome engagement from all groups as this helps to understand the views of the community as a whole but specifically 
those in the affected areas. The overall aims of the project are to: 

• Improve the look and feel of public spaces  

• Improve the environment to encourage more walking and cycling 

• Significantly reduce non-residential through traffic on local residential streets 

Whilst we do engage with certain groups who welcome this project, we also engage with those who have differing views, 
those who are ultimately opposed to the project, and those who are indifferent. The information shared by the Liveable 
Streets team is online and available to all groups to share as they choose and consultation material is sent to all 
households within the consultation area to ensure everyone is able to contribute irrespective of whether they are 
supportive of not. 
 

We reach out to and encourage feedback from all stakeholder groups that may be impacted by the proposals, and these 
can range from local stakeholder groups like TRAs and schools, to larger UK-wide organisations such as disability 
groups, emergency services or representative bodies. 
 

Throughout the life cycle of our projects we will always attempt to engage with various groups who represent community 
members who may have differing needs. We can assure you that we listen to all groups and individuals and our plans 
have considered and do reflect the feedback from members of the community. Indeed at a recent Cabinet meeting 
considering the proposals for the Bow Liveable Streets project, the Mayor subsequently asked for a further public meeting 
to be arranged as he didn’t feel those residents who had requested to speak at the meeting reflected the full range of 
views on the matter. 

 

3. Divisive scheme – We have seen news of protests and bullying (heated online an on-streets) amongst 
neighbours and friends and is making our borough more divided than united specially in a time of need  

We are disappointed if our schemes have divided opinion in places, but generally Tower Hamlets has very cohesive 
communities even where they disagree. While change can often be challenging, we believe there are many benefits to 
our programme that residents have wanted implemented for a long time including the reducing of rat-running through 
residential areas and improving air quality. By co-designing many of the changes with residents we have sought to get the 
widest possible local input. While there will be disagreements about some changes we are confident the robust process 
has allowed the community significant opportunity to contribute their views. 

We will continue to hold engagement forums so all local people have the opportunity to give their views, to ask questions 
and receive feedback directly from the project team so that it can inform the scheme development. Our aim is that every 
single member of the community has equal opportunity to voice their views and we will continue to reflect that as we 
move forward with this programme.  

 

4.  Businesses – Our small businesses are at a terrible stage due to Covid-19, this further adds more barriers for 
their business footfall or access leading to further lost trade.  

The Liveable Streets programme aims to encourage safe and easy pedestrian access to areas where walking routes are 
encouraged such as roads where local businesses are. While the schemes will mean change, we are hopeful this will 
ultimately attract more potential customers to areas around local businesses. 

Like our other engagement, where possible, we will always strive to have face to face engagement with local businesses 
to ensure that the Liveable Streets programme is beneficial for all users of the area. Our approach to engagement has 
changed during Covid-19 as stated above, but the need to hear local voices, whether residents or business owners 
remains a key priority throughout the delivery of our programme. 

  



 

 

Improvements such as pedestrian crossings, pavement widening and streetlighting/streetscaping will improve safe and 
easy walking routes and encourage active travel to local businesses. Ultimately, we believe the changes will make it more 
accessible and attractive to shop locally. 

Local businesses will continue to be accessible by car, as the proposed measures do not make any area inaccessible by 
a vehicle but do deter rat-running through the borough from vehicles that don’t stop in the area on their way across Tower 
Hamlets. 
 

5. Drivers – As much as parents prefer to walk their children to schools, some have extenuating circumstances 
(due to disability, family responsibilities, care etc) who require their cars on occasion to drop their children to 
school. Furthermore, some drivers require their cars, for family shopping and require access to their streets 
without having to join the already congested main roads.  

Liveable Streets is designed to encourage sustainable ways to travel for those shorter journeys within our local 
community; however, it is not meant to penalise those whose only possible mode of transportation is their car. We know 
there are those who rely upon cars for a range of reasons and recognise concerns that for some residents there may be 
an increase of time, distance and cost taken to travel to local amenities but we are confident these will be counteracted 
from the reduction of non-local traffic movement through the area once the schemes are completed. 
 

6. Main road networks – Our A-Roads are being congested (including new bus lane rules), as more and more side 
roads are being closed/changed – this only adds more pollution on those roads, as their standing still and 
coasting on the roads. The main artery roads across our borough are already congested, this will further add 
congestion, road rage and pollution. 

The council is also working on other projects which look at junction capacity to keep traffic moving on larger roads.  
Traffic figures, from the Department for Transport, show the A11 average number of daily motor vehicles has dropped 
from 48,951 in 2010 to 28,618 in 2019. A reduction of 20,333 motor vehicles. In contrast, within the Bow area for 
example, there are on average 33,000 vehicle movements of which 16,000 are using residential roads to cut through the 
area. 
 
This suggests that there is capacity on the larger trunk roads, but at present these vehicles are cutting through residential 
streets. By creating better networks for those who can and chose to walk and cycle this means these vehicles are no 
longer using the road so much and capacity changes once again. We need to create opportunities for more sustainable 
travel particularly in light of the Climate Emergency declared by the borough in 2019. 
 
7.Cost of the scheme – this has doubled specially at a time where cost saving is required and needs for our 
services (youth, adult social care) is greater. 

The cost of the Liveable Streets programme continues to be the same however, it was anticipated there would be greater 
funding from other sources such as TfL and in particular for Bow and the Liveable Neighbourhoods scheme which we 
hope may be available in future years. Liveable Streets is primarily funded from capital expenditure which is not the same 
as funding which supports our day to day services like social care. 

 
We look forward to hearing your presentation at the Council meeting and hope that this response has helped to reassure 
you that the council takes resident engagement in Liveable Streets incredibly seriously. While we may not always be able 
to find schemes which please everyone, so far consultation responses, based on the documents sent to all households in 
the area as well as the online engagement, have shown support for the changes we have made.  
 
Yours sincerely, 

    
Mayor John Biggs    Cllr Dan Tomlinson  
Executive Mayor of Tower Hamlets   Cabinet Member for Environment and 

Public Realm (job share) 


